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Abstract. Obstacle detection is a key issue in many current applications, es-
pecially in applications that have been increasingly highlighted such as: ad-
vanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), simultaneous localization and map-
ping (SLAM) and autonomous navigation system. This can be achieved by active
and passive acquisition vision systems, for example: laser and cameras respec-
tively. In this paper we present a comparison between low-cost active and pas-
sive devices, more specifically LIDAR and two cameras. To this comparison a
disparity map is created by stereo correspondence through two images and a
point cloud map created by LIDAR data values (distances measures). The ob-
tained results shown that passive vision can be as good as or even better than
active vision in low cost scenarios.

Resumo. A detecção de obstáculos é uma questão fundamental em muitos
aplicativos atuais, especialmente em aplicativos que têm tido cada vez mais
destaque, como: sistemas avançados de assistência ao motorista (ADAS), lo-
calização e mapeamento simultâneo (SLAM) e sistema de navegação autônoma.
Isso pode ser alcançado por sistemas de visão ativa e passiva, por exemplo:
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laser e câmeras, respectivamente. Neste artigo, apresentamos uma comparação
entre dispositivos ativos e passivos de baixo custo, mais especificamente o LI-
DAR e duas câmeras. Para esta comparação, um mapa de disparidade é criado
por correspondência estéreo através de duas imagens e também um mapa de
nuvens de pontos criado pelos valores de dados do LIDAR (medidas de distân-
cias). Os resultados obtidos mostraram que a visão passiva pode ser tão boa
quanto ou até melhor que a visão ativa em cenários de baixo custo.

1. Introduction

Object detection together with the acquisition of depth information for each detected
object is an important issue for robotic or vehicular navigation, providing information
about potential obstacles and their location in relation to the vehicle or robot. A pair
of cameras can be used to estimate the scene and the obstacles depth through Stereo
Vision methods. Stereo Vision methods use the information captured from, at least,
two cameras [Zureiki et al. 2007]. Current autonomous navigation approaches, however,
do not employ only a camera, but pursue the integration of various types of sensors
[Urmson et al. 2008], [Urmson 2014b], [Urmson 2014a] and [Fernandes et al. 2014].
One of the most widespread of these sensors is the LIDAR (Light Detection and Rang-
ing), a laser that is used for remote sensing of properties of the reflected light in order to
measure distances between the sensor and target objects such as obstacles, other vehicles
and road irregularities [LIDAR 2015].

Most studies consider LIDAR as Class1 laser source, which is the lowest im-
pact laser category, employing 905nm wave lengths and a low-powered laser source.
According to material presented by [Commission 2001] and [STANDARD 2005] indi-
vidual sources of Class1 lasers do not pose an immediate risk to the retina, as long as
a direct contact with the human eye does not persist for a longer period. However, in
[Commission 2001] there is a table with lasers categorization and their possible risks,
when prolonged or repeated exposure occurs on each level. Lasers with a wavelength
between 780nm and 1400nm, which is in the LIDAR coverage range, have been shown
to cause cataracts and even burn the retina through repeated exposure in a small time
window. If autonomous vehicles may become a reality in the day-to-day, a large num-
ber of vehicles will be performing LIDAR scans at the same location while provoking
“lasersmog” situations such as in: traffic jams, intersections, reflections, and constant
exposure of pedestrians on sidewalks during rush hours. Passive vision approaches can
provide a less hazardous alternative to this future scenario.

Good quality, high performance cameras for stereo vision can be expensive. A
high performance LIDAR sensor, on the other side, has also a much higher cost. In order
o investigate if it is possible to reliably perform adequate object depth detection employing
low-cost sensors, this paper presents a comparison between low-cost active and passive
sensors to perform the obstacle detection task. Both acquisition devices are presented, a
depth map is estimated from stereo vision methods, and a point cloud map is created from
the active LIDAR scans (Figure 1).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 we present and dis-
cuss the use of LIDAR and Stereo Vision for obstacle detection in the literature. Section
3 we describe briefly the materials and methods. In Section 4 we present the experiments,
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Figure 1. Steps.

the results and comparison. The paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. The use of LIDAR and Stereo Vision systems

Recent researches have been employing LIDAR to perform the obstacles detec-
tion task in autonomous navigation ([Zhao et al. 2014], [Young and Simic 2015] and
[Weichselbaum et al. 2013]). In [Zhao et al. 2014] and in [Young and Simic 2015] au-
thors present approaches which perform data fusion between LIDAR and camera data.
In [Weichselbaum et al. 2013], a work about autonomous train navigation is presented,
which deals with frontal images. In this work a lot of different sensors are used, such as:
lasers scanners, single and stereo cameras working in the spectral ranges of visible light
and infra-red, radar and ultra sonic sensors. The evaluation and fusion of their signals
contributes to a useful recognition performance.

Many researches are also underway for passive vision obstacle detection (e.g.:
[Wang et al. 2014], [Kim et al. 2015] and [Yoo et al. 2016]). Some works focuses on spe-
cific objects, such as pedestrian detection ([Keller et al. 2011] and [Llorca et al. 2012]) or
vehicle detection ([Milanés et al. 2012] and [Chong et al. 2013]).

The majority of research works employ stereo vision, like [Wang et al. 2014] that
proposes a disparity calculation algorithm based on multi-pass aggregation and local opti-
misation, enabling to detect an obstacle and a free space to navigate. In [Kim et al. 2015]
the authors present a hierarchical census transform (HCT)-based stereo matching method,
and proposes a real-time rear obstacle detection system using fish-eye stereo cameras. A
real-time obstacle detection is presented in [Yoo et al. 2016], using three features such as:
disparity, super-pixel segmentation and pixel-wise gradient.

A survey about pedestrian detection is presented in [Llorca et al. 2012] as well
as a Region of Interest extraction approach through stereo vision. In [Keller et al. 2011]
the stereo density information is used both to generate Regions of Interest and to do the
pedestrians detection. The work from [Milanés et al. 2012] is based on a stereo vision
system aiming the vehicle detection.

3. The Sensors

In this Section we present our experimental setup as well as steps aspects about Stereo
Vision and 3D depth estimation using LIDAR. For the active vision process we used a low
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cost LIDAR sensor together with an Arduino. For passive vision we used two cameras to
make a stereo pair. The sensors captured the same scene at the exact same moment.

3.1. LIDAR

LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) is a technology that measures distance by illumi-
nating a target with a laser light. Ground-based LIDAR, which records “street scenes”,
has been around for several years [LIDAR 2015]. For the active vision process our work
made use of the LIDAR Lite V2 (Figure 2), a compact high performance optical distance
measurement sensor. LIDAR Lite V2 has a range of up to 40 meters and an accuracy of
approximately 0.025m.

Figure 2. LIDAR Lite V2.

We used two Micro Servo SG90 to makes LIDAR rotations, which can rotate ap-
proximately 180 degrees, 90 in each direction One servo makes horizontal rotation and
another makes vertical rotation, this enable LIDAR to measures distances in all environ-
ment ahead (Figure 3).

Figure 3. LIDAR rotation.

An Arduino Uno is used to receive data values from LIDAR and to control the
Micro Servo. This values enable us to create a point cloud visual image in gray scale,
similar to a disparity map, where darker gray value is farther (Figure 4). This is possible
because Arduino wrights the data values, distances that LIDAR measures, in a serial file.
Therefore, by reading this serial file, we can create a point cloud map.
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Figure 4. Original image (left). LIDAR Point cloud (right).

3.2. Stereo Vision
For the passive vision process our work used two HP Webcam HD-4110 (Figure 5) to
build our stereo pair structure. The stereo vision is basically composed of two cap-
ture sources, cameras and lenses, parallel or not, and spaced apart, which acquire two-
dimensional images, right and left, containing slightly different content due to the po-
sitioning of the cameras and the light incidence. An algorithm makes the correlation
between these images, making possible to calculate the disparity map. [Bleyer 2013].

Figure 5. HP Webcam HD-4110.

Preliminary, a calibration step is required to estimate the different parameters of a
stereo equipment and spatial relations between the two cameras. This knowledge allows
the estimation of the 3D coordinates of a point and its projections in the two images
through a simple triangulation [Zureiki et al. 2007].

In cameras calibration, we get the data, as the points projection in two dimensions
of the captured scene, with this data we obtain the cameras internal values (focal point
and center of the image), also the camera external values (rotation and translation). These
data will be used later for rectification and disparities calculations. To do the calibration
step, we used an object with a known geometric pattern like a chess board that allows us
to easily identify the points in the scene. Next, the images rectifying step is performed by
placing the two images on the same plane.

With the images rectifying, left and right images plans are placed in a common
plan. The corresponding pixels now have the same y coordinate. Then, to find the corre-
sponding pixel we only need to search along the horizontal axis, known as “scan line”
[Hartley and Zisserman 2004], [Bleyer 2013]. These correspondences will be used in
stereo matching and correlation between pixels, building the disparity map. The disparity
is the difference that the same pixel has between two images, that is, how far this pixel is
shifted between the images (Equation 1).
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D = xl − xr (1)

Where xl is the specific pixel coordinate in left image, xr is the coordinate of the
same specific pixel in the right image and D is the disparity value between these points.

The disparity of each pixel is coded by intensity values, where high intensity val-
ues represent high disparities and low intensity values represent lower disparities (Figure
6). The disparity of each pixel is inversely proportional to its depth in the scene, so dis-
parity is commonly used as a synonym for depth [Bleyer 2013].

Figure 6. Original image (left). Disparity Map (right)

4. Comparisons

We put LIDAR in the center of our structure, between the cameras (Figure 7), allowing
both LIDAR and cameras to capture the scene at the same time and also enabling the
comparison from obtained results. Our comparisons are qualitatively evaluated, based on
visual analysis.

Figure 7. Structure

We perform our tests and evaluations in an indoor environment using the afore-
mentioned sensors. We evaluated the capture of different objects at different distances on
each sensor. Our focus here is to compare these two sensors with a frontal image, and
analyze if there are differences between active and passive sensors.
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4.1. LIDAR X Stereo Vision

We can compare the results from a disparity map, by passive vision, with a distance point
cloud, by active vision, in Figure 8. Where each line shows a person at different distances
from the sensors. In (a) are the original images, (b) shows disparity map by passive
vision, cameras capture and stereo correspondence, and finally in (c) we present a point
cloud map by LIDAR distance measures.

Figure 8. Results. (a) original image, (b) disparity map (Passive Vision), (c) point
cloud map (Active Vision).

It is important to say that the head “cut” in the point cloud map is not a failure of
the LIDAR, but related to scanning and more specifically, how much each Micro-Servo
moved (in this case the Servo responsible for vertical rotation), but that does not disturb
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the results and still allows us to make a series of comparisons in detail.

Line 1 shows the person considerably nearest to the sensors (Figure 8 (a)). And
the disparity map has a good result, person has a high intensity, meaning a high disparity
value and a low depth from the sensor, also the chair on the left side of the image is further
than the person (Figure 8 (b)).

Finally, the point cloud map, created based on the LIDAR measure distances data.
This point cloud map show, like the disparity map, the person more closer to the sensors
with light grey color and farther objects with dark grey values (Figure 8 (c)). With these
two maps we can see the depth based in intensity values (person is more closer to the
sensors than the table and chair in left of the image).

In Figure 9 a difference between these two sensors is highlighted. In this case, the
person is further away. With Disparity Map, from camera capture, it is still possible to see
the difference in intensity level between background and the person indicating an object.
But on the point cloud map, generated by LIDAR, we can’t see any difference.

Figure 9. Differences at greater depths.

In Figure 10 we present the results when there are objects with open spaces and
also with transparent glass objects. Line 1 contains objects closest to the sensors, line 2
with intermediate distance and line 3 has the most distant objects.

The LIDAR did not have a good result, showing a point cloud map that does not
resemble to the visualized object, whereas the Stereo Vision results was better and it is
possible to identify the object. In line 3, even the Stereo Vision did not have a good result
with the glass vase.

In Figure 11 we present the detection of a thin object. Again, the Stereo Vision
had a better result. Some defects are visible in the Disparity Maps results in Figures 10
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Figure 10. Difference in object with open space and in transparent glass.

and 11, which has open spaces inside the obstacles. Also, the algorithm trying to correct
occlusion problems, can consider areas where there is a space inside the object, as part of
the object. In any case, this “defect” is mitigated if we consider that we want to avoid the
whole object, no matter the internal open spaces.

Figure 11. Difference with thin object.

5. Conclusion and Discussions
Based on the results we obtained, it is possible to show that in a low-cost scenario, passive
vision (eg.: common cameras with computer vision methods and digital image process-
ing) is as good as the active vision (eg.: scanning with lasers) or even better.

However, the experiments were done indoors and under controlled lighting. In
darker environments, such as outdoors and at night, LIDAR will have an advantage over
cameras. When there are objects with colors very similar to the background (walls), the
stereo vision will have difficulty identifying the corresponding pixels, due the lack of
color and texture differences.

When there is a lot of movement, the quality of stereo vision does not works well
because these low-cost cameras do the image capture process with Rolling Shutter type
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lenses. Frames sequence capture by a Rolling Shutter lens can cause distortions such as
horizontal inclination of the scene and a “gelatinous” effect on objects.

To avoid this kind of problems it is necessary to employ cameras with Global
Shutter lenses that allows the camera to capture all the movement at the same time, avoid-
ing unwanted effects and distortions. Even good, expensive, performance-enhancing and
Global Shutter lenses cost much less than high-performance LIDAR sensors. Recently,
we have seen LIDAR sensors with a cost closer to those of good Global Shutter cameras.
But even so, we encountered the eye health situation, where despite LIDAR being Class1,
the least aggressive, there is the possibility that, in traffic situations when “lasersmog” is
generated, it will still pose a risk to the retina of the people around.

Either way, these low cost sensors show that they can be useful in more controlled
scenarios, with lower movement, as a factory environment, or even for Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM), where the vehicle can navigate slowly through the
environment performing scenario mapping, usually with a static background.
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